Solutions for Overcrowding

Team 1
- Shift some students from GE/CC to PV
- Shift students from Shining Mt. or GE to NS
- Shift some students from GE to RRE

Team 2
- Bus whole developments to a less full school. (less critically full)
- Shift CC southern boundary to NS (Development 5/6)
- Development #12 to NS and PV
- Shift SM southern/eastern boundary to RR/CE
- Shift other programs (Endeavour, SPED, ILCs) to less full schools (southern schools) to allow room for some near CC

Team 3
- Stop spending money on portables and combine that money with a capital levy to build a new elementary school.
- Change clover creek border east of canyon to Pioneer Valley.
- Grande Firs moves from Graham to Centennial
- Triangle of 208th and mountain HWY move from Shining Mountain to ROY. That is a 5 minute bus ride.
- Move all Shining Mountain Elementary homes west of mtn hwy to Roy
- New apartment complex across from walmart on 8th Ave move from SME to Roy.
- Move Rocky ridge boundary of mtn hwy and 255th to centennial and move Grand firs rectangle to 224th to Rocky Ridge

Team 4
- Collapse a Middle School and make it an elementary then adjust boundaries of MS to fully use buildings
- Create a freshman academy to relieve over-crowding at GK and BHS
- Move 5th grades to middle school and create 5-6 and 7-8 programs; shifting hours if needed

Team 5
- Redraw boundaries for HS to move capacity from SLHS to BHS and/or GKHS
- Consider Long Range Facilities Task Force plans before committing to redrawn boundaries (avoid multiple shifts for families)
**Team 6**
- Nelson – move 5 preschool from Nelson to North Star thus creating more room at Nelson for growth related to new Lipoma Firs students
- Consolidate preschools in an efficient way that creates more room at K-5 schools
- Fill portable spaces that are available presently as allowable and efficient per the transportation department (get clear on real space available at buildings)
- Put specialists on a cart (displace) and use their space for classrooms
- Reboundary in an efficient geographical way

**Team 7**
- Convert 2 Middle Schools (Bethel and Liberty) to K-8 schools to re-boundary Shining Mountain, Graham, and other Elementary schools
- Convert all 6-8 Middle Schools to 5-8 Intermediate Schools
- Have GKHS use 3-4 classrooms in the 200-wing of FMS